
 

 

        WAIMAUKU SCHOOL 
                                                             OPENING DOORS TO LIFE’S JOURNEY 
 
 

 

July 2019 
 
McGlashan Award for Agriculture Day - 19th October 2019 
 
You have chosen to enter a lamb in our Agriculture Day event. The late Mr Ian McGlashan, was a lamb 
judge and supporter of Waimauku School’s Agriculture Day for many years and he donated an award 
that can be won by a senior pupil at Waimauku School (Years 5 - 8). 
 
The award, known as the McGlashan Award, is a Sheep Husbandry Award and will be won by the 
person who achieves well in  all three sections (see below) .  Children may just submit a diary if they 
want to, but to be eligible to win the McGlashan Cup Award and the $30 voucher, senior students  must 
include a researched project , (see section two below under Years 5 - 8) along with the diary, and enter 
their lamb in the competition at Agriculture Day. 
 
Please note that all work submitted must be seen to be that of the  child only . 
It is really important you include your name, room and year level clearly on the front of 
the diary/project. 
 
Years 1 - 4  
 
You are invited to keep a simple diary of the ways you care for your lamb, along with any special stories 
about it.  Please include photographs or drawings. 
Section three, judged on the day, will also be considered. Details of what is included in Section three is 
detailed on pages 2 and 3 of this notice. 
 
All participants entering the McGlashan Award will receive a certificate.  
The winner of the Year 1 - 2 and the Year 3 - 4 sections will receive a $20.00 voucher. 
 
Years 5 - 8  
 
Section One  
A journal or diary is to be kept outlining the care and developments that the lamb has undergone since 
you started taking care of it.  This journal should be neatly and accurately kept.  
 
 
Section Two 
A project or research unit is to be completed with the aims of: 
 

● Showing your knowledge about all aspects of lamb husbandry, through the project, which you will 
be able to use throughout your whole life 

● Encouraging the expansion of your knowledge of sheep and the part they are playing and have 
played in our lives 

 
Some suggestions for inclusion are: 
Sheep 
The involvement of the various breeds of sheep in the development of our lives.  
The history of various breeds of sheep. 
The origins of the breed(s). 



 

The specialist uses of the breed(s). 
Contribution to humankind. 
 
Wool 
Some history of the uses of wool.  

 
● Different types of wool, e.g. Fine, Course, Crossbreed, etc. 
● Effects on trade – i.e. Fashion, Price, Competition from synthetics and cotton, linen, wool blends 

in clothing. 
 
Animal handling  (This area applies to all domestic animals.) 
Animal Health 
Animal Nutrition 
Other Areas of Research 

 
Section Three 
This will be judged on the day. 
 
1. Emphasis to be placed on child's effort, care and involvement with their animal. 
2. All animals to be born on or after  1st July  of this year . 
3. All animals must be hand reared by either bucket or bottle. 
4. Only one animal may be entered by each competitor. 
5. Animals to walk beside, or slightly behind handler. 

No dragging of animal - a gentle push from behind is allowed if animal will not co-operate. Leads 
or lead ropes to be loose. 

6. All animals are to be led on the right hand side of the entrant in a clockwise direction (see page 
4). 

7. Handler sets the speed. 
8. Starting and stopping when asked, and following a set course. The child will also lead  

their lamb to an elevated plank, the lamb will walk up the plank, pause 1-2 seconds, then jump off 
the other end with the child walking alongside. 

9. Lambs are to be secured by a collar and the lead easily detachable. The use of halters is not 
permitted. 

10. Any animal that has received a ribbon at Agriculture Day is eligible for competition at Group Day, 
held at Helensville on   FRIDAY 1st NOVEMBER.  

11. At the completion of the judging, all 1 st   and  2nd   place getters MUST remain at the judging rings 
for the judges to determine the overall cup winners. 

12. Lambs must  NOT  be washed.  
13. Ram lambs are permitted. 
14. Lambs not yet docked are permitted, however to be eligible for entry to Group Day on Friday 1st 

November, lambs must be docked.  
15. Lambs  may  be brushed but not washed.  We are aware that brushing can affect the quality of the 

wool.  However the greatest factor in wool quality is the genetic background of the lamb's 
parents. The genetic background of a lamb is beyond the control of any child, and our Agriculture 
Day is for children.  For an Agriculture Day such as ours when children may well be rearing an 
orphan, runt or deserted lamb we believe that the quality of care a child gives, the responsibility 
shown by a child in caring for a lamb and the relationship between the child and the lamb 
over-ride genetic excellence. It is the view of some judges that brushing a lamb can get the lamb 
used to a child and can be beneficial for the relationship between the lamb and the child.  
Judges at the Waimauku School Agriculture Day will not consider the brushing or the non 
brushing of a lamb to have any significance when making their judgements. 
 

 
 
 



 

Children will be expected to know all of the points below as they will be asked any number of these 
questions by the judges.  

● Age (approximately) of animal 
● What, how often and how much is it fed 
● Why it is being bottle raised 
● What they do to keep their animal healthy 
● Whether the animal is clean, free from scours, lice free and healthy 
 

All sections receive equal weighting for the McGlashan Award. Please ensure all diaries and/or projects               
are handed to me by Monday 14th October AS LATE ENTRIES WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR                
THE OVERALL AWARD . 
 

YOUR  NAME, YEAR LEVEL AND ROOM NUMBER MUST BE ON THE FRONT OF YOUR DIARY 
AND/OR PROJECT. 

 
 
Contacts for obtaining lambs: 

● Vets North (previously Dr Bob’s Veterinary Clinic) Ph 411 7575  
● Ian/Denise Houghton Ph Ian on  0212750279  or email either on:  iandeniseh@gmail.com  

 
   
Caring for Lambs 
Tying Up 
After about a week start tying the lamb up for a short time each day when you can watch that it doesn't                      
get itself tangled.  Never leave the lamb tied up for a long period. 
 
Leading 
Tie up before a feed then start teaching to lead with the bottle. 
Short distances for a start. 
 
Calling 
Always call the lamb by the same name when you are going to feed it. 
After the lamb is about 2 weeks old start hiding from it at feeding time. 
Easy hiding places for a start, like around a corner or behind a tree. 
Use different hiding places so the lamb has to look for you. 
 
Grooming 
Brushing helps to get your lamb used to being handled by you. In the natural state, the lambs mother                   
talks (baas and makes muttering noises) to her lamb. Lamb soon recognises the sound smell and feel of                  
its mother. 

  You have to take its mother's place 
 
A ewe will never bunt or drive away her own lamb once she has accepted it, but will quickly recognise                    
and chase away a strange lamb. The lamb has this understanding built into its nature and will jump                  
away from anything that frightens or hurts it. You never, never, frighten, hit or chase your lamb because it                   
will  never forget that you did . 
 
Encourage your child to care for his or her animal after Agriculture Day. Young animals that are                 
currently bottle fed should be weaned gradually. It is suggested that lambs (and others) that are being                 
bottle fed three times daily, spend a week with two feeds of milk, with water being offered as an                   
alternative, followed by a week of one feed of milk, again with water being offered as an alternative.                  
During the third week only one feed of milk need be offered, with water as an alternative. 
 
This programme encourages children to be responsible and avoids young animals suffering unnecessary             
stress. 

 



 

 

LAMB LEADING AND RAMP INSTRUCTIONS 
Use a secure collar and an easily detachable lead.  Animal to be led on the right side of the handler in a 
clockwise circle of approximately 6 metres. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The entrant is to walk alongside the plank, while they lead their pet up the plank.  Animal must pause for 
1-2 seconds at the top of the ramp before jumping off.       (ramp height 36cm) 
 
 
Kind regards 
Gary Pasfield 
Principal 
 
 


